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Abstract. It is urgent to digitize the subway equipment to detect the changes in the
components in the subway station in time. In this paper, we use the 3D point cloud
of the subway station as a benchmark, compare it with the completed BIM model of
the subway station, find out the changes in the components of the subway station,
and retrieve 3D point cloud and BIM model components. First, we obtained 3D
point cloud and BIM model components in Xiamen Metro Station. Second, we la-
beled 140 pairs of matched 3D point cloud components and BIM model component
point cloud. Third, we constructed a Siamese network which embedded triplet loss
to learn the feature descriptors of 3D point cloud and BIM model components, and
then retrieve 3D point cloud components to BIM model components. Experimen-
tal results show that our proposed method realize the retrieval of 3D point cloud
components to BIM model components in the subway station environment.
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1. Introduction

Urban rail transit is the backbone of the urban public transportation system, with a huge
investment scale, huge construction projects, and complex operation and management,
which puts forward higher requirements for the digital construction of urban rail transit
information. The proper management of data is a key business enabler and booster for
companies [1]. The Building Information Modeling (BIM) methodology was proposed
to unify projects around a Digital Twin of the information necessary for collaboration
[2]. BIM model is the core data in the digital construction of urban rail transit informa-
tization. It runs through the whole construction project management of feasibility analy-
sis, investment decision-making, design, construction and completion [3]. However, BIM
models cannot display the dynamic change information of the building.

Traditional methods usually use manual methods to manage subway equipment. In
addition, manual management of subway equipment requires a lot of manpower and time,
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and it is difficult to form digital subway management. However, there is a problem of
inconsistent data representation between 3D point cloud and BIM model. It is necessary
to unify the 3D point cloud and BIM model into the same data format. In this paper, we
regard the data of BIM model as mesh data, and adopt the method of uniform surface
sampling to convert the BIM model into the form of 3D point cloud data. Therefore, the
retrieval problem of 3D point cloud and BIM model components becomes the retrieval
problem of 3D point cloud components and BIM model components point cloud.

2. Research Objective

In this paper, we aim at the problem of digital management at the equipment component
level of the subway station. First, we compare the difference between the 3D point cloud
of subway station and the 3D point cloud data generated by the subway BIM model, and
detect the areas of difference. Second, we construct a Siamese network which embedded
triplet loss, to learn the consistent feature descriptors of the 3D point cloud and BIM
model components. Experiments show that our proposed method realizes the retrieval of
3D point cloud components to BIM model components in the subway station.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a Siamese network to jointly learn cross-domain descriptors of 3D

point cloud components and BIM model components in the subway station environment.
Meanwhile, the triplet loss is embedded to balance the consistency of the 3D point cloud
and BIM model component feature descriptors.

(2) The local cross-domain feature descriptor learned by the proposed Siamese net-
work has been applied in 3D point cloud components and BIM model retrieval, and has
been demonstrated in the subway station environment.

3. Related Work

3.1. 3D feature descriptors

3D feature descriptors can be divided into handcrafted and deep learning based methods.
Handcrafted 3D feature descriptors defined by geometric relationships between points,
such as PFH [4] which describe the k-neighborhood geometric properties of points by pa-
rameterizing the spatial differences between query points and neighbor points and form-
ing a multidimensional histogram, FPFH [5] which calculates the simplified point fea-
ture histogram (SPFH) of each point in the k-neighborhood of the query point separately,
and then weights all SPFHs into the final fast point feature histogram through a formula.

Deep learning based methods use raw point clouds as input and output local 3D
feature descriptorssuch as PointNet [6], PointNet++ [7], Paconv [8] and TopoSeg [9].
Some deep learning neural networks perform very well in extracting 3D feature descrip-
tors, such as PerfectMatch [10] and D3Feat [11]. Furthermore, methods for extracting
3D feature descriptions have emerged from new perspectives. PVRCNN [12] combines
the advantages of point-based and voxel-based methods to extract 3D feature descriptors
more effectively and improve the performance of 3D object detection. PCTNet [13] uses
Transformer [14] to encode the input point cloud into a new high-dimensional feature
space.
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Figure 1. The constructed network structure of our method.

3.2. Deep similarity learning networks

Siamese network is commonly used for deep similarity learning networks, it uses two
neural networks with shared weights to learn feature descriptors. The two neural net-
works convert the inputs into a vector respectively, the similarity is obtained by judging
the distance. Metric learning networks achieve good performance by choosing to learn
a nonlinear function to measure the similarity between feature descriptors, but require
a lot of time and cost to calculate the similarity between feature descriptors. There are
some Siamese networks for image patch matching based on feature retrieval such as
MatchNet [15], SiamAM-Net [16], H-Net [17], Y-Net [18] and 2D3D-MVPNet [19].

4. Method

4.1. Network Structure

The constructed Siamese network structure is a two-tower structure, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Each branch receives one type of data, resulting in a common feature descriptor.
Subway 3D point cloud and BIM model point cloud belong to different domains of data,
and it is difficult to match the two on the original data. Therefore, it is more reasonable
to use feature descriptors based on different data for data matching. We use the Siamese
network to process data from different sources and extract the cross-domain feature de-
scriptors for 3D point cloud and BIM model components point cloud.

Each branch of the Siamese network adopts the Pointnet [6] structure. The parame-
ters of the two branches are independent, which enables the branches to adapt to differ-
ent data feature extraction. The structural parameters of Pointnet are: conv1d(1,64,1)−
conv1d(1,64,1)−conv1d(1,64,1)−conv1d(1,128,1)−conv1d(1,1024,1)−maxpool−
f c(1024,128), where conv1d(k,d,s) is a one-dimensional convolution with convolution
kernel k, output dimension d, and stride s, maxpool represents the maximum pooling
operation, f c(p,q) represents a fully connected layer with input dimension p and output
dimension q. Based on this structure, each branch receives a point cloud containing 8192
points and output a common feature descriptor with 128-dimensional.

4.2. Loss Function

To ensure that the matching network can distinguish matching samples from non-
matching samples, we construct positive samples and negative samples for network train-
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ing. Positive samples and negative samples constitute the constraints of the loss function.
In this paper, triplet loss is used as a constraint, as shown in the Eq. 1, where p and c
are the feature descriptors obtained by the subway 3D point cloud component P and the
BIM component point cloud C after passing through the twin network, and d(p,c) is the
feature descriptor between the feature descriptors.

L(p,c) = ∑
i=1,n

max
{

0,0.2+d(p,c)−d (p,cnegative)
}

(1)

We uses two methods to construct negative samples at the same time, namely, ran-
dom sampling method and hardest sample method to construct negative samples. The
random sampling method is to randomly sample a BIM model component in the range
other than the matched BIM model component, in each pair of matching pair data of
subway 3D point cloud components. Then the 3D point cloud component and the BIM
model component form as a negative sample. The negative samples and positive samples
obtained by this sampling method are substituted into triplet loss.

Difficult sample method, which finds samples that are indistinguishable by the net-
work as negative samples in the batch of positive samples, thereby improving the net-
work’s ability to distinguish difficult samples. The specific process, for the training pro-
cess with the number of batch samples n, first, based on n pairs of cross-dimensional
feature vectors, construct an n×n distance matrix D, which is expressed as follows:

D =

⎛

⎜
⎝

d1,1 · · · d1,n
...

. . .
...

dn,1 · · · dn,n

⎞

⎟
⎠ (2)

Second, the negative sample construction is performed. The sample sampling strat-
egy selects the second nearest neighbor as a negative sample. For example, the posi-
tive sample (p1,c1) constructs the negative sample process: Assume that d(p2,c1) and
d(p1,c4) in the distance matrix D are the minimum distances outside the positive sam-
ple; Compare d(p1,c1) and d(p1,c4), select the minimum value as the distance similarity
corresponding to the negative sample, assuming d(p1,c4) > d(p2,c1), then select p2 as
the negative sample of the sample (p1,c1).

Therefore, the triplet loss can be written as:

L(p,c) =
1
n ∑

i=1,n
max

{
0,0.2+d (pi,ci)−min

[
d (pi,c jmin) ,d

(
pkmin ,ci

)]}
(3)

4.3. Training strategy

The training process constructs positive samples and negative samples at the same time,
and optimizes the network parameters through the ternary loss proposed in Section 4.2.
During the training process, the batch size of the sample is 8, and for each pair of positive
samples of the 3D point cloud components, a total of two negative samples are obtained
through the random sampling and difficult sample sampling methods proposed in Section
4.2, and are used in triplet loss.

The experiments are performed on a hardware device with NVIDIA RTX3090 GPU
with 24GB memory. The learning parameters are set to 100 epochs, the optimizer SGD
is the optimizer, the momentum parameter is 0.9, the learning rate is 0.001, and it is
reduced by 0.05
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Figure 2. The backpack mobile LiDAR scanning equipment.

Figure 3. The matching 3D point cloud component and BIM model component point cloud. Left: 3D point
cloud components. Right: BIM model component point cloud .

5. Experiments

5.1. Dataset

We use the backpack mobile LiDAR scanning equipment developed by the SCSC Lab-
oratory of Xiamen University to collect 3D point cloud of subway stations, as shown in
Figure 2 (a). We collected the 3D point cloud and the corresponding BIM model from
Houcun Station, Shuangshi Station, and Huojuyuan Station of Xiamen Metro Line 3.
Figure 2 (b) shows the 3D point cloud and the corresponding BIM model of Houcun
Station of Xiamen Metro Line 3.

Specifically, we generated 3D point cloud from BIM model components of subway
stations. Based on the acquired 3D point cloud and point cloud of BIM model, 140
pairs of matching 3D point cloud components and BIM model component point cloud
were obtained by manual annotation. Figure 3 shows three pairs of matching 3D point
cloud components and BIM model component point cloud. In this paper, the 140 pairs
of matching samples are used for the experiment, among which 126 pairs of samples are
used as the training set of deep learning neural network, and 14 pairs of samples are used
as the test set. The training set and test set are guaranteed not to cross each other.

5.2. Difference detection between 3D point cloud and BIM model of subway station

We convert the BIM model into 3D point cloud data and perform registration processing
with the real-time 3D point cloud of the subway station. We perform the same down-
sampling process on the point could of the BIM model and the 3D point cloud of the
subway station, so that the minimum distance between all points in the 3D point cloud
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Figure 4. Left: 3D point cloud of subway station. Right: 3D point cloud generated by BIM model.

Figure 5. Left: The results of difference detection between 3D point cloud and BIM model of subway station.
Upper right: 3D point cloud. Lower right: 3D point cloud generated by BIM model.

data is 2cm. After down-sampling processing, the ceiling and ground of the completed
BIM model point cloud and the 3D point cloud are cut at the same time, and their internal
component structure information is retained, so that the point cloud segmentation differ-
ence comparison algorithm [20] in PCL can detect and compare the areas of difference.

After processing the 3D point cloud of Xiamen Metro Line 3 Houcun Station Hall
and the BIM model point cloud of Xiamen Metro Line 3 Houcun Station Hall, the results
are shown in Figure 4. Using point cloud segmentation difference comparison algorithm
to compare the point clouds above, and the detected difference area is shown in Figure 5.

5.3. 3D Point Cloud - BIM Component Retrieval

We use TOP1 retrieval accuracy and TOP5 retrieval accuracy as evaluation indexes to
measure the retrieval results of 3D point cloud components and BIM model component
point cloud. Among them, the TOP1 retrieval accuracy is defined as the proportion of the
number of correct matches in the first result of retrieval confidence ranking in all queries,
and the TOP5 retrieval accuracy is defined as the proportion of the number of correct
matches in the TOP5 results of retrieval confidence ranking in all queries.

The TOP1 retrieval accuracy and TOP5 retrieval accuracy are AccuracyTOP1 =
k1
n ∗

100% and AccuracyTOP5 = k2
n ∗ 100%, where, k1 is the number of correct matches in

the TOP1 retrieved confidence ranking result, k2 is the number of correct matches in the
TOP5 retrieved confidence ranking result, and n is the total number of queries.

Using our method, the final TOP1 retrieval accuracy in the test set is 78.57%, and
the TOP5 retrieval accuracy is 92.85%. Figure 6 shows the visualization results of TOP5
retrieval of 3D point cloud to BIM model point cloud components. The BIM model point
cloud components that are correctly retrieved are marked by red boxes.

From the experimental retrieval results in Figure 6, it can be found that our method
successfully realizes the retrieval of 3D point cloud components to BIM model com-
ponent point cloud. The first to third rows of Figure 6 show the correct TOP1 retrieval
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Figure 6. TOP5 ranking results. The queries are 3D point cloud components, and the ground truths and correct
retrieval results of BIM model point cloud components are labeled with the red bounding boxes.

results, while the fourth and fifth rows show the wrong TOP1 retrieval results, but the
correct TOP5 retrieval results. Although the fourth and fifth rows of Figure 6 are wrong
TOP1 retrieval results, from the visualization results, we can find that the shape struc-
ture of BIM model component point cloud retrieved by our method is still similar to the
query 3D point cloud components. In all the retrieval results, the shape and structure of
BIM model component point cloud are similar to the query 3D point cloud components,
which demonstrates the robustness of our proposed method.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, aiming at the problem of equipment parts-level digital management of sub-
way stations, we compared the real-time acquired 3D point cloud of subway stations
with the BIM model of subway stations to detect the area of change, and then detect the
parts of difference, so as to update the BIM model components. To achieve this goal,
we construct a Siamese network to extract consistent feature descriptors based on the
obtained 3D point cloud components and BIM model components of subway stations.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method realizes the retrieval of
3D point cloud components to BIM model components in the subway station environ-
ment, and provide digital support for the digital management of equipment components
in subway stations.
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